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them,   with   a   full   knowledge of its anti-idolatrous
tendency.1'*
""Essays and Lectures on the Religion of the Hindus" (1862; Vol. II.
p. 8a- Mr. Janaea Routledge, describes in the following ternw the relU
gious attitude of the late Kristo Das Pal: "He met the missionaries
on a principle as simple as that on which he met the Government.
H« claimed for them the utmost freedom. He demanded from them that
they should use no undue influences; that they should not coerce, and
should not buy converts. Grant him these conditions, and the devoted
Jesuit and. the devoted Presbyterian were alike his friend. Deny him
these conditions, and he had for the man who bought converts the most
resolute, the most unflinching and the Most redoubtable opposition.......
Every body had justice and fair play fmm this noble Hindu	,
H« own faith he allowed no man two interfere witl*. He was a Hindu
of Hindus. To say that he worshipped images would be absurd.
No intelligent and educated Hindu does that, at any rate in these-times,
That he worshipped God, I know, though what idea exactly he associated
with the term, 1 do not "know, and I shall not lament much if I never
do.11 " Kristodaf Pal—A study," by N. Ghose, p, 161. The following
ii one among numerous citations which could be made from the
works of travellers to illustrate the tolerant attitude of the Hindus
towards foreign religions: "The people [of Calicut] are infidels;
consequently he [Abdul Rizak, ambassador from the Court of Persia
about the middle of the fifteenth century] considers himself in an enemy's
country, as the Mahomedans consider every one who has not received
the Koran* Yet he admits that they meet with perfect tele rat Loft, and
even favour, have two mosques, and are allowed to pray in public;
Goods may be landed and may remain exposed in the markets> with, ut
the teast danger, and on being sold, pay only a fortieth of? the value.'*
Murray's "Discoveries and Travels in Asia" Vol. II. p. ao. The Hindu
sages ol ancient as well as modern times remind one of Gibbon's
observations about .the philosophers of antiquity: "In their writings
and'-conversation, the philosophers of antiquity asserted the independent
dignity of reason; but they resigned their actions to the commands of
law and custom. Viewing with a smile of pity and indulgence, the
various errors o£ the vulgar, they diligently practised the ceremonies
of their fathers, devoutly frequented the temples of the god"; and some
times condescending to act a part on the theatre of superstition, they

